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The branching fractions fort→ennt , mnnt , andhnt are measured using data collected with the CLEO
detector at the CESRe1e2 collider: Be50.1776 0.0006 0.0017, Bm50.173760.000860.0018, and
Bh50.115260.000560.0012, where the first error is statistical, the second systematic, andh refers to either a
chargedp or K. Also measured is thet mass,mt5~1778.261.4! MeV. Lepton universality is affirmed by the
relative branching fractions (Bm/Be50.977760.006360.0087, Bh/Be50.648460.004160.0060! and the
charged-current gauge coupling-constant ratios (gm /ge51.0026 0.0055, gt /gm50.999060.0098!. The t
mass result may be recast as at neutrino mass limit,mnt,60 MeV at 95% C.L.@S0556-2821~97!06305-4#
PACS number~s!: 13.35.Dx, 14.60.Fg, 14.60.Lm, 14.60.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the origin of electroweak symmetry break-
ing and the hierarchy of quark and lepton masses is a funda-
mental goal of elementary particle physics.t lepton decays
provide a laboratory in which to engage this pursuit. Theory
predicts unambiguous and quite simple relationships be-
tween thet lifetime, mass, and several of its branching frac-
tions. Therefore experimental determination of these param-
eters to the highest possible precision is essential; deviations
from the predictions at any level could signal the presence of
physics beyond our present understanding. This article de-
scribes measurements of thet mass, its branching fractions
to e, m, andp/K, their relationships to thet lifetime, and
compares the results with predictions.
In what follows, the symbolBa signifies thet branching
fraction to the indicated particle, plus one or two neutrinos
and radiative photons. In particular,Bh[Bp1BK does not
include modes withKL
0’s, which are explicitly treated as
backgrounds.
Predicted dependencies among thel pton decay param-
eters are most conveniently expressed in terms of the
charged-current gauge coupling strengthsge , gm , andgt .
Lepton universality, a basic ingredient in the minimal stan-
dard model, requires that these couplings be identical:ge5
gm5gt . In t decays,m-e universality is tested in the ratio of
muonic to electronic branching fractions
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where B denotes a branching fraction,xl 5(ml /mt)
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where dW522.9310
24 and dg58.6310
25 are the weak
and electromagnetic radiative corrections@1#, respectively,
and t l denotes a particle lifetime. A second measure oft-
m universality is obtained by comparing the muonic decays
of the pion and kaon with the pionic and kaonic decays of
the t :
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and dp50.001620.0014
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10.0017 are electro-
magnetic radiative corrections@2,3#. A consequence of Eqs.
~2! and~3!, independent oft-m universality, is the predicted
ratio
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One or more of the ratios in Eqs.~1!–~3! will deviate
from unity in many extensions of the minimal standard
model @4#. The masses, lifetimes, and leptonic branching
fractions of the muon, pion, and kaon have all been mea-
sured@5# with relative precisions,0.1%, whilet properties
remain uncertain at the 1% level. Hence continued refine-
ment of t lifetime, mass, and branching fraction measure-
ments will constrain such extensions.
The approach taken here is to determine the relevant
branching fractions of thet and its mass usingt-pair decays
produced bye1e2 collisions nearAs510.6 GeV at the Cor-
nell Electron Storage Ring~CESR! and measured in the
CLEO detector. These results are then combined with a
CLEO measurement of thet lifetime @6# for the lepton uni-
versality tests described above. The branching fraction
analysis uses ninet-pair decay modes:ee, mm, hh, em,
eh, mh, re, rm, andrh, whereh is a charged pion or kaon,
and r signifies anh accompanied by at least onep0. Ini-
tially, carefully chosen selection criteria cull the desired
events from the data set. Then efficiencies and backgrounds
are determined using subsets of the data as well as Monte
Carlo simulations. The background-subtracted, efficiency-
corrected event tallies are normalized to the number of
t-pairs produced. The resulting nine product branching frac-
tions are then fit for individual branching fractions. For the
t mass measurement, the minimum parent mass kinemati-
cally allowed is computed for eachhh event. The shape of
the resulting distribution is fit formt and then combined with
a similar previous analysis@7#, which employedrr andhr
events.
II. APPARATUS
CLEO II @8# is a general purpose detector. A set of three
concentric drift chambers in a 1.5 T axial magnetic field
measures charged particle trajectories with momentum reso-
lution sp /p(%).A(0.15p)21(0.5)2, p in GeV/c. These
chambers have 67 cylindrical drift-cell layers centered on the
beam line, with radii from 4.7–90 cm. Trackz coordinates
@9# are measured with eleven stereo layers and four planes of
cathode strips. The beam pipe, chamber walls, gas, and wires
together constitute 0.028 radiation lengths of material at nor-
mal incidence between the nominal interaction point~IP! and
last drift chamber layer. Surrounding the drift chambers, but
inside the superconducting magnet coil, a calorimeter of
7800 CsI~Tl! crystals with silicon photodiode readout mea-
sures the energy and position of photons and electrons. The
6144 barrel crystals, arranged in a projective geometry, sur-
round the tracking chambers at 1 m radius, coveringucosu u
,0.82. Two identical endcaps, each containing 828 rectan-
gular crystals, occupy 0.80,ucosu u,0.98, and complete the
hermetic coverage over 98% of the solid angle. For electro-
magnetic showers, the barrel calorimeter achieves energy
and angular resolutions, respectively, ofsE /E(%)5
0.35/E0.7511.920.1E and sf~mrad!52.8/AE12.5, E in
GeV. A photon candidate is defined as any calorimeter
shower unassociated with a charged track; a shower is asso-
ciated with a track if that track’s trajectory projects to within
8 cm of any crystal in that shower. Muons are identified by
their penetration through the calorimeter, coil, and one or
more of three 36-cm-thick slabs of magnet iron; three layers
of Iarocci tube chambers instrument the gap behind each
slab. Fast trigger signals and particle time-of-flight~TF! are
provided by 5-cm-thick scintillation counters located just in-
side the calorimeter in the barrel and endcap. The 64 barrel
TF counters are 279 cm long by 10 cm wide, are aligned
parallel to the beams, and are read out by photomultiplier
tubes at both ends.
A three-tier hardware trigger system@10# takes input from
the calorimeter, tracking chambers, and TF counters to form
different combinations of requirements that force readout of
the entire detector. At the lowest level trigger, L0, simple
and fast criteria reduce the 2.7 MHz beam-crossing fre-
quency to a manageable rate~10 kHz!. The more complex
logical conditions that are input at the next level, L1, are
ready for interrogation about 1ms later, and reduce the rate
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much further~50 Hz!. The readiness time for the third level,
L2, is approximately 50ms, eliminating about half the L1
triggers. A fourth-level trigger~L3! implemented in software
processes information assembled from the entire detector to
reject about half the L2 triggers as uninteresting cosmic rays
or interactions of the beam particles with gas or vacuum
chamber walls. Every 200th event failing L2 and every
eighth failing L3 criteria are tagged, but retained in the data
stream for subsequent monitoring of trigger performance.
Every trigger must fire either a ‘‘2TF’’ or ‘‘TF*VD’’ at
L0, the former requiring two nonadjacent barrel TF counters,
and the latter a single TF counter accompanied by a fast-
hardware-track found in CLEO’s 10-layer intermediate drift
chamber~VD!. At L1 and L2, there are two hardware trig-
gers directly relevant to this analysis. The first, ELTRK, is
designed to select events with a moderately energetic shower
and at least one track. ELTRK requires one TF counter~or
two, in part of the data sample!, enough drift chamber hits to
satisfy a hardware track-finder, and a ‘‘Crystal-Barrel-High’’
~CBHI! calorimeter signal: at least 0.5 GeV deposited in one
or more 434 grouping of calorimeter crystals. The second,
2TRK, is designed to fire for events with two or more tracks
leaving minimum-ionizing showers in the calorimeter, which
typically deposit 0.220 GeV. 2TRK requires two struck TF
counters, two hardware-track-finder tracks, and two nonadja-
cent ‘‘Crystal-Barrel-Low’’ ~CBLO! calorimeter signals~an
energy deposition exceeding 0.1 GeV in a 434 crystal
grouping!. A third trigger, known as ENERGY, is useful for
efficiency studies: it requires two CBHI calorimeter signals
in oppositez hemispheres separated by at least 90° in azi-
muth.
III. EVENT SELECTION
We choose events with two charged particles in the barrel
region of the detector, where the precision for charged track
measurement and lepton identification is optimal. To sup-
press backgrounds with photons such asl l g (l [e/m) and
t decays containing extrap0’s, calorimeter activity unre-
lated to the charged particles is restricted. Forl l g and
eel l backgrounds, the momentum of any unseen par-
ticle~s! frequently points parallel to the beam direction, un-
like the neutrinos int-pair events. Therefore requiring a non-
zero missing momentum that points into the detector
enhancest-pair events relative to these backgrounds. Cos-
mic rays are almost completely eliminated by requiring the
two charged tracks to be acollinear and to originate near the
IP. Stringent particle identification and limitations upon ob-
served photons are imposed to minimizet-pair feed-across
subtractions. Specific hardware trigger criteria with high and
measurable efficiencies are chosen for each mode.
We do not distinguish between charged pions and kaons
to eliminate the systematic error that would result from ex-
plicit identification. Ther-tagged modes are included to ob-
tain more statistics fore, m, and h decays; thet→hp0n
branching fraction has been measured@11# previously using
the CLEO dataset and is not updated here.
Selected events must have exactly two good charged par-
ticle tracks. At this stage a good track is defined as having
momentum p6.0.15 GeV/c or impact parameter
maxud6u,10 mm, whered6 is the signed distance of closest
approach to the IP in the plane transverse to the beam. This
requirement allows photon conversions, knock-on electrons,
r ‘‘junk’’ tracks ~most of which occur at lowp6 and/or
large ud6u) to be present, and henceforth ignored. The two
good tracks are subsequently required to be of opposite
charge, have momenta scaled to the beam energy
x6[p6 /Eb satisfying 0.1,x6,0.9, impact parameters
ud6u,2 mm, anducosu6u,0.7. If we define the acoplanarity
j[uuf12f2u2pu as the two-track acollinearity in azi-
muth, xt[pt /Eb as the component of missing momentum
transverse to the beam, scaled to the beam energy, and
ucosumisu as the direction of this missing momentum, the two
tracks must have 0.05,j,1.5, xt.0.1, anducosumisu,0.8.
The ‘‘r-tag’’ is defined to have an energeticp0 in the
same hemisphere as a track not identified as a lepton. To
ensure a high trigger efficiency, at least one of the photons in
thep0 must have scaled energyxg[Eg /Eb.0.2. The other
photon must satisfyxg.0.01, and the two-photon invariant
mass must lie in the range 0.100,Mgg,0.160 GeV. Both
photons must satisfyucosug u,0.7. The momentum of ther
~not the track! is used to computext and ucosumisu; for
r-tag modes, no restriction is made uponucosumisu, and the
missing transverse momentum requirement is loosened to
xt.0.05. To discriminate against non-t backgrounds, we re-
quire Ms,1.8 GeV on ther-side of the event, where the
variableMs is defined as the invariant mass of one side of
the event: a track~assuming a pion mass! plus all photon
candidates nearer that track than the other and which have
ucosug u,0.9. Events with additional neutrals on ther side
are included in the signal, so that severalt decay modes can
contribute to the ‘‘r ’’ tag: r→pp0, a1→p2p0,
K*→Kp0, K*→pKS(→2p0), etc.
Radiative QED backgrounds andt decay modes with en-
ergeticp0’s are discriminated against by requiring any de-
tected photons, excluding those in an identifiedr tag, to have
scaled energyxg,0.10. To exclude events in which a photon
hides in a track’s calorimeter shower, each track’s
calorimeter-energy-to-momentum ratio must satisfy
E6 /p6,1.1. This requirement eliminates Bhabha events~in
which one track radiates a photon! andt-pair feed-across~in
which a photon from an unwantedp0 randomly overlaps a
track’s shower!.
Further limitations on extra showers depends upon the
species of the nearest charged particle. Any shower nearest
in angle to an identified lepton must satisfyxg8,0.01 if it is
likely to be a true, event-related photon, which is defined as
ucosug u,0.8, shower location more than 20 cm from both
charged tracks’ projected entry points into the calorimeter,
and a lateral profile consistent with that of a photon shower.
To reduce dependence upon the simulation of hadronic inter-
actions in the calorimeter, which affects the population of
photon candidates, a different strategy is employed on the
h side of an event: we requireMs,0.4 GeV. This tends to
eliminate backgrounds fromt decays to higher mass states
with at least onep0 accompanying theh (r, a1, K* , etc.!
and is well modeled by the Monte Carlo simulation.
Electron and muon identification criteria establish for
each charged track, with some probability, its identity as an
e, m, or h. The symbolh representsp or K, and is defined
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operationally as ‘‘not identified a lepton.’’ The criteria are
chosen to have high efficiencies for signal modes and small
backgrounds from nonsignalt-decay modes. Electrons are
identified with scaled momentax6.0.1; muons and hadrons
with x6.0.285. Electron criteria require that
E6 /p6.0.85, and that its drift chamber specific-ionization
(dE/dx) be no lower than two standard deviations below
that expected for an electron. Muon criteria demand that the
track depositE6,0.6 GeV in the calorimeter, consistent
with a minimum-ionizing particle, and that there be hits in
the muon detection system matched to the projected trajec-
tory of the track. The muon chamber hits must be consistent
with a penetration of at least three hadronic interaction
lengths forp6,2.0 GeV/c and five interaction lengths for
p6.2.0 GeV/c. The two depths correspond to the first and
second superlayers of muon chambers. Allowing a smaller
penetration depth for lower momentum avoids a rapid reduc-
tion in efficiency and the associated larger uncertainty.
Additional criteria address differing mode-specific needs.
For high efficiency triggering on calorimeter energy inem
and eh events, the electron scaled momentum must satisfy
x6.0.235. To suppresseeg andmmg contamination, the
scaled energy must satisfy (x11x2),1.5 for theee and
mm modes. For reliable triggering, the two tracks inmm,
mh, andhh events must be in oppositez hemispheres; i.e.,
cosu13cosu2,0. The hardware trigger known as ELTRK
must have fired foree, em, eh, and allr-tag modes; each of
these modes features at least one energetic shower nearly
guaranteed to satisfy the calorimeter portion of this trigger.
For themm mode, the trigger known as 2TRK is required.
Events in themh and hh modes must have fired either
ELTRK or 2TRK.
The l l gg and eel l processes can survive the above
selection criteria if the unseen pair of radiative photons or
electrons combine to yield a missing momentum pointing
into the detector. To eliminate this possibility we define a
new variable as the missing transverse momentum divided
by the missing energy:
sinQmin[
xt
22x12x2
. ~6!
Energy-momentum conservation makesQmin the minimum
polar angle of any unseen particles. For thee and mm
modes, we requireQmin.0.18 because calorimeter coverage
extends to this polar angle. Combining this requirement with
the xg andxg8 limitations forces unseen particles to traverse
the calorimeter without a significant energy deposition,
which for a hermetic, efficient detector means they cannot be
energetic electrons or photons.
IV. BRANCHING FRACTION ANALYSIS
Product branching fractions fort-pair decays to the final
stateab are computed as
Ba3Bb5
n3~12 f !
~T3P3A!3Ntt3~22dab!
, ~7!
wheren is the total number of events in the specified mode,
f is the fractional background in the sample fromt and non-
t sources, including those due to particle misidentification;
the efficiencyA3P3T for selecting the final stateab in-
cludes effects of triggering (T ), particle identification (P ),
and acceptance (A); Ntt is the total number oft pairs pro-
duced by ee collisions during data taking; and the
Kronecker-d accounts for the case whena5b ~i.e., theee,
mm, andhhmodes!. The measured event tallies, efficiencies,
backgrounds, and resulting product branching fractions are
shown in Table I along with their errors. The two errors on
each product branching fraction represent, first, the statistical
error due to the number of events found in the data, and
second, the systematic error, due to all other sources com-
bined in quadrature. The methods used to determine the en-
tries in Table I are explained below.
A. Normalization
The number oft pairs is computed as the product of the
t-pair cross section and the integrated luminosity, summed
over all runs,
Ntt5(
i
$s0~si !3~11dt!%3Li ~8!
in which s0(si) is the point cross section evaluated at the
square of the center-of-mass energysi ,
s0~si ![
86.856 nb GeV2
si
, ~9!
the integrated luminosityLi is measured@12# using wide
angle Bhabha,m-pair, andgg final states with a relative
TABLE I. Product branching fractions and their components for eacht-pair decay mode.
ab n A (%) P (%) T (%) f (%) Ba3Bb (1022)
ee 11019 11.30460.123 95.5960.30 97.5160.52 1.6260.48 3.166 0.03060.062
mm 3846 5.44360.060 86.0160.57 79.0061.23 4.1060.63 3.06960.04960.078
hh 4970 9.90060.129 95.2960.65 86.2060.93 27.6860.87 1.36060.01960.035
em 17364 9.706 0.104 90.7560.33 96.2960.63 2.3860.38 3.07560.02360.060
eh 14880 10.10260.109 95.4560.36 97.0360.66 17.4360.68 2.02160.01760.043
mh 9739 7.86860.090 90.6260.43 83.6061.00 20.0161.12 2.01160.02060.053
re 15314 3.90960.043 96.4260.25 97.3560.63 1.6860.12 6.31360.05160.122
rm 11505 3.14860.035 91.6960.35 97.4460.66 3.0960.28 6.09960.05760.121
rh 9846 3.25960.038 96.3460.46 97.5160.71 18.2860.52 4.04360.04160.086
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error of 1%, and the theoretical factor adjusting the point
cross section for nonzerot mass effects and initial and final
state radiative corrections@13# is (11dt)51.1732, also with
a relative error of 1%. Hence the total integrated luminosity
of 3.555 fb21, accumulated near two beam energies, 68.05%
at Eb55.29 GeV and the balance at 5.26 GeV, corresponds
toNtt5~3.25060.046!310
6. Theoretical uncertainties in ra-
diative corrections forgg, ee, mm, andtt final states domi-
nate the error inNtt .
B. Monte Carlo samples
For efficiencies andt-pair feed-across, 107 Monte Carlo
t pairs were generated and decayed with theKORLAB @13#
program coupled to a detector simulation based onGEANT
@14#, equivalent to 3.318 times the luminosity of the acquired
data. Thet branching fractions used in this Monte Carlo
generation are consistent with world-average measurements
@5#. Additional events were generated in some modes (ee,
em, eh, andmm) to reduce the statistical error on the accep-
tance.
C. Efficiencies
The efficiency with which events are found and classified
as one of the chosent-pair decay modes is expressed as the
product of three distinct factors, which separately account for
the trigger efficiency, particle identification, and acceptance.
Acceptance includes the effect of all selection criteria other
than trigger and particle identification. The particle identifi-
cation and trigger efficiencies are determined from data
~folded with simulated kinematic distributions!, whereas the
acceptance is estimated almost entirely using the Monte
Carlo simulations.
1. Trigger efficiency
The trigger efficiencyT for each mode is calculated by
computing each of several independent~and therefore multi-
plicative! subefficiencies using the data alone. These subef-
ficiencies separate naturally into factors accounting for TF,
crystal, tracking, and L3 components relevant for each mode.
Measured trigger efficiency components are shown in Table
II, in which the modes are grouped by trigger requirements:
ELTRK ~the top six!, 2TRK (mm), and the inclusive-OR of
ELTRK and 2TRK (mh, hh). For the 2TRK efficiencies
only the product of the TF and crystal efficiencies is mea-
sured because the gaps between adjacent TF counters
aligns with the borders between crystal groupings, causing a
correlation precluding direct~and unnecessary! determina-
tion of the separate factors.
The 2TF counter efficiency when both tracks are away
from counter edges can be measured using the subset of each
mode that satisfies a 1TF criterion. This amounts to an inef-
ficiency of 0.3% for the ELTRK trigger modes, as shown in
the ‘‘TF-ctr’’ column of Table II. The remaining TF ineffi-
ciency is attributable to loss of pulse height for tracks enter-
ing a counter near its azimuthal edges. It is calculated mode-
by-mode by examining the distributions of the projected
charged particle’s azimuthal intercept, modulo a half-TF
counter width, and quantifying the deficit near the counter
edge relative to its center. The inefficiency due to TF counter
edge effects is 0.2–1.0 %, as shown in the ‘‘TF-edge’’ col-
umn in Table II. Thus defined, the two TF efficiencies are
independent.
The CBHI efficiency as a function of shower energy is
calculated usingmmg events triggering on 2TRK. In this
study the muons are restricted to energy depositions below
0.3 GeV so they could not fire CBHI. For shower energies
abovexg50.2 ~1 GeV!, the efficiency is constant at~99.80
60.03!%; below xg50.2 it falls off rapidly. This result is
verified by lower statistics studies using the photons from
p0’s in re and rm events. All the ELTRK trigger modes
feature at least one calorimeter shower on the plateau, i.e.,
with energy in excess of 1 GeV. A systematic error of
60.15% is assigned to this efficiency for ELTRK trigger
modes, as shown in the ‘‘Crystal’’ column in Table II.
Tracking-trigger efficiencies are determined by measuring
what fraction ofee, re, or rr events that fire the ENERGY
trigger also satisfy the relevant tracking-trigger criteria. A
muon is assumed to have the same efficiency as a pion
within the errors; the efficiencies show that an electron only
has about 0.1% higher efficiency than a pion. The tracking-
trigger efficiency losses are about 2% for ELTRK require-
ments and about 7% for 2TRK, as shown in the ‘‘Track’’
column in Table II. The momentum dependence of these
efficiencies is small.
The correlated TF*CBLO efficiency product for am (h)
is determined by measuring the fraction of single-TF
ELTRK triggers that have 2TF*2CBLO onem (eh) events.
The electron, restricted tofTF.0.25 to ensure firing a TF,
has fired a CBLO by virtue of its deposited energy. The
additional efficiency in themh andhh samples from ELTRK
t iggers, where a single CBHI is required instead of 2CBLO,
TABLE II. Trigger efficiency components~%! for eacht-pair decay mode.
ab TF-ctr TF-edge Crystal Track L3
ee 99.7060.15 99.4460.40 99.8060.15 98.5560.28 100
em 99.7060.15 99.0460.32 99.8060.15 98.3060.48 99.4060.18
eh 99.7060.15 99.7160.38 99.8060.15 98.3060.48 99.4960.18
re 99.7060.15 99.5360.36 99.8060.15 98.3060.48 100
rm 99.7060.15 99.8360.41 99.8060.15 98.1860.48 99.9260.08
rh 99.7060.15 99.8260.49 99.8060.15 98.1860.48 100
mm 89.0560.80 93.3260.48 95.06 1.10
mh 92.1060.87 93.3260.48 97.2760.52
hh 93.6260.75 93.3260.48 98.66 0.51
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is due to events in which anh interacts and showers in the
calorimeter, and is also computed from the data. The result-
ing 2TF*2CBLO efficiencies, shown in the ‘‘Crystal’’ col-
umn of Table II, range from 89 to 94%.
The L3 efficiency is computed by counting the number of
events in each mode that are tagged as being L3 rejects.
These tagged events comprise one-eighth of the events slated
for elimination at L3, but were retained in the data stream for
only 74% of the total data set. Hence for each such L3
tagged event found in each mode, there were an additional
7/0.7459.5 events eliminated at L3. L3 efficiency losses
range from none (ee) to 5% (mm).
The efficiencies shown in Table II are averages over the
entire data set used for this analysis, but are not constant over
all run periods. Variations of several percent in the hardware
tracking and TF*CBLO efficiencies have been observed for
several contiguous subsets of the data. These variations have
been found to correspond to changes in the trigger compo-
nents themselves or in the response of detectors to CESR
beam conditions.
2. Particle identification efficiency
All particle identification probabilities are measured using
subsets of the CLEO dataset with tracks tagged as leptons or
hadrons~see Appendix!. The efficienciesP(e→e)'~97.7
60.15!% andP(m→m)'~93.060.30!% are measured with
radiative lepton pairs and two-photon events from the data.
Lepton efficiencies are determined in bins of momentum and
polar angle. A by-product of these efficiencies are the lepton-
faking-hadron ratesP(l →h)512P(l →l ), which are, av-
eraged over momentum, approximately~2.360.15!% and
~7.060.30!% for e’s andm ’s, respectively. The fake rates
P(h→e)'0.1–0.5 % andP(h→m)'1–5 %, both with
relative errors of615%, are measured witht→hp0n de-
cays in the data and binned in momentum and charge. Hence
the hadron identification probability, averaged over momen-
tum, isP(h→h)512P(h→e)2P(h→m)'~97.760.3!%.
To determine the net two-particle identification efficiency
for a givent-pair decay mode, for each Monte Carlo signal
event we find the identification probabilities for both tracks,
as tabulated by particle species, momentum, polar angle, and
charge. The product of these probabilities is then averaged
over all generated signal events. The resulting value ofP
varies with mode from 86–96 % with an error of 0.3–0.6 %.
3. Acceptance
The acceptance is determined by dividing the number of
simulated signal events satisfying all the selection criteria by
the total number generated. Knowledge of the acceptance is
limited by Monte Carlo statistics and by the accuracy of
event generation and detector simulation. The latter effect is
evaluated by varying the selection criteria over reasonable
ranges and monitoring the resulting product branching frac-
tions. The agreement between the data and simulation is ex-
cellent in the relevant ranges of important variables~see Sec.
IV E!.
There are three small corrections obtained by comparison
with data distributions. The detector simulation appears to
underestimate the width of thed6 distribution slightly, so
the acceptance is reduced by~0.160.1!% of itself in all
modes. The high-side tail of theE6 /p6 distribution for elec-
trons is also underestimated by the simulation, as determined
using em and re events for which there are no high-
E6 /p6 ~i.e., Bhabha! backgrounds. A momentum-
dependent correction is applied, and amounts to~0.2
60.1!% per electron. The acceptance is reduced by an addi-
tional ~0.2060.15!% of itself to account for a slight overes-
timate of track reconstruction efficiencies in the simulation.
The total error assigned to the acceptance for each mode
is the quadrature sum of the Monte Carlo statistical error, the
systematic errors from the three corrections mentioned
above, and an additional 1.0% relative error to account for
possible systematic effects of the detector simulation or
event generator that are beneath the statistical power of the
data to probe. Half of the latter error is assumed to be mode-
specific and half common to all modes: this error comprises
the quadrature sum of 0.7% independent of all other product
branching fractions and 0.7% common to all others. Depend-
ing upon mode, the value ofA ranges from 3 to 11%, with
total relative errors of about 1.2%.
D. Backgrounds
Table III shows the background fractions due to all
sources considered. Feed-across among the signal modes and
from other t-pair decays constitute the dominant back-
grounds. These feed-across levels are computed from the
t-pair Monte Carlo sample using the particle identification
weights measured in the data, applying signal trigger effi-
ciencies, and normalizing to luminosity. Table IV shows the
feed-across level in each mode attributable to the misidenti-
fied t decay indicated in each column. The small fraction of
events with double misidentification are included in only one
of the columns. The uncertainties in total feed-across are
dominated by the errors on particle identification, which are
15% forP(h→e) andP(h→m), 8% for P(e→h), and 4%
for P(m→h), but also include contributions from trigger ef-
ficiency, luminosity, and branching fractions. Modes with
KL
0’s are considered background and are explicitly subtracted
as feed-across@15#.
All other backgrounds are heavily suppressed by the se-
lection criteria, and total less than 1% for most modes. Tails
of the observed track impact parameter distributions yield
estimates of the cosmic ray contamination. Remaining
sources rely upon Monte Carlo simulations ofeeee @16#,
TABLE III. Background fractionsf ~%! by source for each
t-pair decay mode. Relative systematic uncertainties foreett,
l l , andeel l entries are 100%. Herel l [ee or mm.
ab tt Cosmic eett l l eel l
ee 0.8360.13 0.24 0.32 0.23
mm 3.6260.58 0.1560.07 0.11 0.22
hh 27.1660.81 0.1060.05 0.29 0.06 0.07
em 2.1360.34 0.12 0.13
eh 16.7860.50 0.32 0.33
mh 18.5160.56 0.1360.07 0.12 0.34 0.90
re 1.5760.06 0.10 0.01
rm 3.0960.28
rh 18.0860.49 0.0160.01 0.16 0.03
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eemm @17#, eett @17#, ee @18,19#, andmm @20# final states.
Like-charge events seen in the data are negligibly small, ex-
cept for theem mode, for which they indicate a 0.13% level
of eemm contamination. Backgrounds fromee→qq̄
→hadrons andee→Y(4S)→BB̄ are negligible.
The cross sections foree→ee, mm, eeee, andeemm are
quite large compared to those probed in this analysis. The
selection criteria must suppress these processes by factors up
to 106 to attain sub-1% contaminations. At this level, it is
difficult to verify accurate normalization of these processes,
their radiative corrections, and simulated detector response.
Hence the Monte Carlo predictions for these final states are
each normalized to the data in a region outside of, but adja-
cent to, the nominal allowed region for a given mode. These
background processes dominate the event sample in these
normalization regions, butt pairs and other sources must be
accounted for as well. A scale factor for each process is then
obtained which is applied to the predicted backgrounds in
each mode. The normalization regions are (x11x2).1.5 in
the ee mode for Bhabhas,x6.0.9 in themh mode form
pairs, andQmin,0.18 for eeeeand eemm, in the ee and
mm modes, respectively. The resulting scale factors are 2.9
for Bhabhas, 1.6 form pairs, 0.77 foreeee, and 0.57 for
eemm. Total relative errors of6100% conservatively allow
for the approximate nature of this procedure.
E. Systematic checks
Distributions in variables relevant to the selection process
are modeled well by the simulations, some examples of
which are shown in Figs. 1–8. The histograms are normal-
ized to unit area inside the nominal cuts. Variations of the
product branching fractions with reasonably altered cuts are
consistent with those expected from the assigned statistical
and systematic errors.
Suppression of neutral activity in theh side of events
reducest-pair feed-across. However,GEANT modeling of
hadronic showers in the calorimeter is imperfect in reproduc-
tion of every detail of these nuclear interactions. The selec-
tion criteria minimize the dependence upon theGEANT’s
simulation of hadronic interactions by excluding only likely
photons in the lepton side of the event and high invariant
mass states on theh side. Thexg cut can be tightened to 0.05
without excessive change, but not below. However, for
Ms.0.4 GeV, where the dominant portion of feed-across
events are located, the data and Monte Carlo distributions
match quite well.
The product branching fractions are stable when divided
into eleven consecutive data sets of comparable size, which
verifies the correct time-dependent trigger efficiency deter-
minations. The combinedx2 for all nine product branching
fractions to be constant for these eleven run periods is 89 for
90 degrees of freedom. The product branching fractions for
on-Y(4S) and below-Y(4S) data are statistically consistent
TABLE IV. t-pair feed-across~%! into each selectedt-pair
decay mode, listed by true Monte Carlot decay mode~neutrinos
omitted!.
ab e m h hp0 h>2p0 KL
0h KL
0hp0 Other
ee 0.78 0.04 0.01
mm 3.37 0.18 0.01 0.06
hh 4.25 14.36 6.12 0.10 2.12 0.15 0.06
em 1.98 0.11 0.01 0.03
eh 2.58 9.02 0.36 3.61 0.04 1.03 0.10 0.04
mh 2.62 9.14 1.83 3.71 0.08 1.02 0.09 0.02
re 0.32 0.03 0.10 0.78 0.34
rm 1.76 0.08 0.01 0.13 0.75 0.36
rh 2.60 8.96 0.10 3.81 0.10 1.16 0.87 0.48
FIG. 1. Distributions inucosu6umax for data with statistical errors
~solid circles with error bars! and Monte Carlo simulation~histo-
gram! for the nine indicatedt-pair decay modes. The lightly shaded
area represents the contributions fromt-pair feed-across. Vertical
arrows indicate cut values on this variable.
FIG. 2. Distributions inx6 , with symbols defined as in Fig. 1.
The lower momentum track is plotted foree, mm, and hh, the
electron’s forem andeh, the muon’s formh, and ther ’s charged
track’s for ther-tag modes. The darkly shaded region in themh
plot at high momentum indicates the Monte Carlo prediction for
ee→mm background.
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with each other, confirming the lack of beam energy depen-
dence and the absence of backgrounds fromB decay.
F. Results
The measured product branching fractions can be com-
bined to yield a single result for each of the desired absolute
and relativet branching fractions. Because enough modes
are measured simultaneously, no other ‘‘tagging mode’’
branching fraction, with its attendant uncertainty, must enter
the calculation from outside sources, as is sometimes the
case with measurements of this kind. For the self-tagging
modes, this technique effectively halves most of the relative
systematic errors, except particle identification uncertainties,
which enter on a per track basis, and hence twice per event.
Also, some uncertainties cancel in ratios of product branch-
ing fractions. These features can be observed in two simple
examples: measuringBe with eeevents, in which one merely
takesABeBe , or with em andmm events, in which one takes
BeBm /ABmBm. The latter case contrasts with the former in
that the uncertainties of two modes, not one, are incurred, but
is similar in that the error inNtt is halved, and only the
uncertainty inP(e→e) enters@P(m→m) cancels in the lat-
ter case#.
For each ofBe , Bm , Bh , Bm/Be , andBh/Be , there are six
combinations of product branching fractions that are inde-
pendent ~see Tables V–IX!. Five separatex2 fits, or
weighted averages, of the six combinations are performed,
FIG. 3. Distributions inx6 , with symbols defined as in Fig. 1.
The higher momentum track is plotted foree, mm, and hh, the
muon’s forem, the hadron’s foreh andmh, and the track’s oppo-
site ther for the r-tag modes.
FIG. 4. Distributions in (x11x2), with symbols defined as in
Fig. 1. The darkly shaded regions in thee andmm plots at high
(x11x2) indicate the Monte Carlo predictions foree→ee and
ee→mm background.
FIG. 5. Distributions inQmin , with symbols defined as in Fig. 1.
The darkly shaded regions in theee andmm plots at smallQmin
indicate the Monte Carlo predictions foree→eeee and
ee→eemm backgrounds, respectively. The first 7 bins in thee
plot are scaled down by a factor of 8.
FIG. 6. Distributions inxg , with symbols defined as in Fig. 1.
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properly accounting for the many error correlations. The fit-
ting procedure utilizes the full covariance matrix, correctly
including the effects of all important statistical and system-
atic correlations in the quantities of Eq.~7!, for all modes;
the error on the weighted average is the weighted quadrature
sum of the errors on the six input combinations, but adjusted
for effects of correlations. Tables V–IX also show the results
of the fits, including the weighted average and error, the
x2, and the fitting weight of each entry. The reasonablex2
values reflect the internal consistency of the product branch-
ing fractions, and that there are no significant underestimates
of the uncorrelated systematic errors.
Several cross-checks of the fitting methodology and re-
sults have been performed. The fit values and errors are not
very sensitive to small changes in the weights. When the fits
are performed using only the first three methods in each case,
the weighted average and errors differ insignificantly from
those in the tables; due to correlations in the efficiencies,
backgrounds, and normalizations, adding the remaining
methods only marginally improves each fit’s precision. Simi-
larly, when the first two methods are excluded from the fits,
the resulting weighted averages are completely consistent
with those in the tables, but with slightly larger errors.
An alternate procedure for extracting the branching frac-
tions is to perform a globalx2 fit to the product branching
fractions simultaneously, again accounting for correlations.
The global fit gives nearly identical results~within 0.1%,
relative! and errors~within 5%, relative! as the weighted-
average technique, and has ax252.9 for five degrees of
freedom. This procedure has also been employed to explore
the impact of omitting any single product branching fraction
from the fit. Table X shows how much the branching fraction
errors increase if any one of the nine modes is ignored.
While most individual modes have a nontrivial impact on
one or more of the branching fractions, thee andmh modes
being the extremes in this regard, no single mode so domi-
nates the fit as to make the others irrelevant. There is some
degree of balance among the modes.
Each ofBe , Bm , Bh , Bm/Be , and Bh/Be , is measured
with a total relative error of about 1%. Sources of uncertainty
are summarized in Table XI. Systematic errors dominate the
TABLE VI. Fit result for Bm , with six independent product
branching fraction combinations ordered by their weights in the fit.
Method Bm ~%! Wt.
ABmBm 17.5260.1460.22 0.35
ABeBm•BrBm /BrBe 17.2460.1260.21 0.34
BeBm /ABeBe 17.2860.1560.26 0.14
ABmBh•BrBm /BrBh 17.4260.1560.27 0.11
ABeBm•BmBh /BeBh 17.4960.1360.27 0.04
BmBh /ABhBh 17.2460.2160.39 0.02
Fit: x252.8/5Ndof 17.3760.0860.18
FIG. 8. Distributions inMs for one side of the event, with sym-
bols defined as in Fig. 1. The higher momentum track side’s mass is
plotted foree, mm, andhh, the muon’s forem, the hadron’s for
eh andmh, and the track’s opposite ther for the r-tag modes.
FIG. 7. Distributions inxg8 with symbols defined as in Fig. 1.
The plot includes photons from the lepton side~s! of the event only.
This variable is undefined forhh andrh modes.
TABLE V. Fit result for Be , with six independent product
branching fraction combinations ordered by their weights in the fit.
Method Be ~%! Wt.
ABeBe 17.7960.0860.17 0.66
ABeBm•BrBe /BrBm 17.8460.1360.23 0.14
ABeBh•BrBe /BrBh 17.7660.1460.25 0.09
BeBm /ABmBm 17.5560.1960.29 0.04
BeBh /ABhBh 17.3360.1960.32 0.04
ABeBm•BeBh /BmBh 17.5860.1360.28 0.03
Fit: x252.8/5Ndof 17.7660.0660.17
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absolute branching fraction uncertainties, largely due to the
error in the normalizationNtt . Statistical errors matter more
for Bm/Be andBh/Be , for which the normalization cancels.
The five fitted quantities are correlated with each other,
with Table XII showing the correlation coefficients
r i j[Vi j /(s is j ), whereV is the covariance matrix and the
s i
25Vii are the variances.
This measured value ofBe is correlated to, consistent
with, and supercedes the CLEO result in Ref.@21#, which
utilized theeemode on a fraction of the data set used here.
The CLEO value reported in Ref.@22#, which was based on
e-vs-3 events taken with a different detector configuration, is
independent of the present determination.
V. t MASS
The most precise measurement of themass comes from
e1e2 data taken att-pair threshold by BES,mt
BES5
(1776.9620.2120.17
10.1810.25) MeV @23#. This result has previously
been corroborated by CLEO and ARGUS, both operating in
theY regime. ARGUS used decays to three charged hadrons
to obtainmt5~1776.362.461.4! MeV @24#. The published
CLEO result@7# selectedhr andrr events, and by fitting the
distribution of a minimum kinematically allowablet mass
(mt)min for each event, obtainedmt5~1777.860.761.7!
MeV. The largest contribution to the systematic error was
attributable to uncertainty inp0 energy as measured in the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
Here we again employ the (mt)min-fitting technique but
apply it tohh events. In comparison to ourh , rr analysis,
this strategy retains sensitivity tomt , provides a statistically
independent sample, and eliminates dependence upon calo-
rimeter calibration because nop0 reconstruction is neces-
sary. The tradeoffs are that the branching fractions are
smaller, more emphasis is placed upon accurate momentum
determinations, and special attention must be paid to elimi-
nating QED backgrounds. This analysis is described in more
detail in Ref.@25#.
The method for extracting (mt)min from dihadron events
can be described several ways. Energy-momentum conserva-
tion allows each hadronic daughter’s momentum vector to
determine a cone on which the parentt direction lies, assum-
ing no initial or final state radiation and a single massless
unobserved neutrino in each decay. The opening angle of
these two cones depends on the value of the parent mass,
mt . Reflecting one of the two cones through the origin then
gives two cones that intersect, in general on more than one
ray. The parent mass can be varied until the cones have only
one common line of intersection; this then is (mt)min , the
smallest kinematically allowed value of the parent mass for
that event.
Another interpretation of the technique is shown in Fig. 9.
The algorithm for finding (mt)min uses the acollinearity of
the two hadrons, making its calculation under the assumption
that the momentum vectors of the two hadrons lie in the
same plane as those of the two parentt ’s. The figure shows
events with various rotations of the dihadron plane with re-
spect to thet-pair axis. In~a!, the two pions are in the same
plane as the parentt directions and the algorithm will cor-
rectly obtain (mt)min5mt . In ~b! and ~c! there are nonzero
TABLE VII. Fit result for Bh , with six independent product
branching fraction combinations ordered by their weights in the fit.
Method Bh ~%! Wt.
ABhBh 11.6660.0860.15 0.42
ABeBh•BrBh /BrBe 11.3860.0960.15 0.29
ABmBh•BrBh /BrBm 11.5560.1060.18 0.12
BeBh /ABeBe 11.3660.1160.19 0.11
ABeBh•BmBh /BeBm 11.5060.0960.18 0.04
BmBh /ABmBm 11.4860.1560.26 0.02
Fit: x252.8/5Ndof 11.5260.0560.12
TABLE VIII. Fit result for Bm/Be , with six independent product
branching fraction combinations ordered by their weights in the fit.
Method Bm/Be ~%! Wt.
ABmBm /BeBe 98.4660.9261.13 0.39
BrBm /BrBe 96.6161.1961.53 0.29
BeBm /BeBe 97.1361.1861.53 0.21
BmBh /BeBh 99.5161.3062.47 0.11
(BeBm•BrBh)/(BeBh•BrBe) 97.4461.6662.28 ,0.01
(BmBh•BrBh)/(BrBe•BhBh) 94.7062.0562.91 ,0.01
Fit: x252.8/5Ndof 97.7760.6360.87
TABLE IX. Fit result for Bh/Be , with six independent product
branching fraction combinations ordered by their weights in the fit.
Method Bh/Be ~%! Wt.
ABhBh /BeBe 65.5460.5660.77 0.43
BrBh /BrBe 64.0460.8361.11 0.25
BeBh /BeBe 63.8360.8061.12 0.17
BmBh /BeBm 65.4060.8361.54 0.13
BeBh•BrBm /BeBm•BrBe 63.5061.0661.42 0.02
BmBh•BrBm /BrBe•BmBm 63.3161.4461.85 ,0.01
Fit: x252.8/5Ndof 64.8460.4160.60
TABLE X. Mode sensitivity of the branching fraction errors
from studies using the simultaneous global fit. Relative increase~%!
of the absolute error for each branching fraction when a single
mode is omitted.
Mode Be Bm Bh Bm/Be Bh/Be
ee 28.6 0.9 0.7 35.6 31.4
mm 0.2 13.8 0.1 18.3 0.1
hh 0.1 0.1 13.3 ,0.1 16.5
em 2.4 8.9 0.1 2.7 2.8
eh 1.6 0.1 9.7 2.0 4.3
mh 0.1 1.9 2.3 2.9 3.4
re 2.6 3.2 2.8 11.8 10.4
rm 0.8 5.6 0.7 11.4 ,0.1
rh 0.5 0.5 6.9 ,0.1 11.4
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rotations and the algorithm will produce a value of (mt)min
that is less thanmt . Measurement errors, initial state radia-
tion, and non-t backgrounds can yield events with
(mt)min.mt , but proper selection criteria can minimize
these sources, thereby maintaining a sharp dropoff, or
‘‘edge,’’ in the (mt)min distribution near the true value of
mt . Events fromt-pair feed-across, such as those containing
a lepton faking a hadron or anhp0 where thep0 has gone
undetected, tend to have low values of (mt)min , and there-
fore do not significantly alter the shape or position of the
edge.
The selection criteria are slightly different from those
used for the branching fractionhh sample to increase statis-
tics and to reduce backgrounds and feed-across. The allowed
polar angle region is enlarged toucosu6u,0.8, and the mo-
mentum restriction loosened on the lower end tox6.0.25.
QED and two-photon processes are suppressed by the addi-
tional requirement thatQmin.0.105. Cosmic rays are re-
moved from the data sample by requiring that the time dif-
ference of the tracks’ signals in the time-of-flight
scintillators, if available, bed t<4 ns. Tracks heading for
octant boundaries in the muon system, where most muon
veto inefficiency occurs, are rejected unless both the energy
and lateral shape of the shower in the calorimeter are unchar-
acteristic of muons@26,27#.
The baseline Monte Carlo sample is generated with
mt51777.0 MeV. Unlike ourhr, rr analysis, a closed-form
few-term function is not used to compare the data to the
simulation. To avoid binning effects, instead we use the ac-
tual shape of the simulation distribution by fitting it to a
cubic spline with eight knots. This spline shape is then fit
with floating normalization to the data distribution for
(mt)min , with the only other free parameter being the shift
Dm ~relative to 1777.0 MeV! along the mass axis. The fit of
the spline to the data distribution for (mt)min is shown in
Fig. 10. The fitting range of 1.54–1.86 GeV is chosen to
minimize sensitivity to small shifts in the range limits. The
resulting mass shift and associated statistical uncertainty is
Dm5~11.561.6! MeV. An investigation of systematic ef-
fects attributes errors~in MeV! to simulation statistics~0.8!,
non-t backgrounds and feed-across~0.7!, momentum scale
~0.4!, fit linearity ~0.3!, momentum resolution~0.2!, radiative
corrections~0.2!, and beam energy uncertainty~0.1!. Several
of these are discussed further below.
When the spline fit is made to the baseline Monte Carlo
sample, the shift, which should be exactly zero for an unbi-
ased technique, isDm5~10.060.8! MeV, where the uncer-
tainty from Monte Carlo statistics is retained as a systematic
error onmt . The assumption that the shift in the spline is
linear in mass with unit coefficient is tested by creating a
second Monte Carlo sample, complete with full detector
simulation, but with an input mass of 1784.0 MeV. This
sample yieldsDm5~18.561.7! MeV, where again the error
is from Monte Carlo statistics. A higher statistics test, but
one with different systematics, is conducted by using simple
smearing functions to simulate the detector response: a
sample witht mass input of 1772.0 MeV is fit to one gen-
erated with 1777.0 MeV, yielding aDm5(25.960.2! MeV.
TABLE XI. Relative errors~%! by source.
Source Be Bm Bh Bm/Be Bh/Be
Statistics (n) 0.36 0.47 0.46 0.65 0.63
Normalization (Ntt ) 0.71 0.71 0.71
Acceptance (A ) 0.48 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.56
Trigger (T ) 0.28 0.40 0.37 0.51 0.48
Background (f ) 0.19 0.23 0.39 0.32 0.43
Particle Id (P ) 0.16 0.32 0.31 0.36 0.34
Quadrature sum 1.00 1.15 1.18 1.10 1.12
TABLE XII. Correlation coefficients between branching frac-
tion measurements.
Bm Bh Bm/Be Bh/Be
Be 0.75 0.71 0.48 0.46
Bm 0.64 0.62 0.30
Bh 0.28 0.64
Bm/Be 0.59
FIG. 9. A t-pair event in which eacht decays into a charged
pion (p1 and p2) and a neutrino~not shown!. ~a!, ~b!, and ~c!
depict three possible directions of a 4 GeV/c p1 and a 3 GeV/c
p2, which in all three cases have fixed polaru1, u2 with respect to
the true t-pair direction. The anglef is here defined as angle be-
tween thep1 andp2 momenta when projected on a plane normal to
the t direction. For eachf, also shown are the corresponding val-
ues of (mt)min , as defined in the text, andũ1, ũ2, angles of the
pions with respect to thereconstructedt-pair direction.
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These tests of linearity allow the possibility that the coeffi-
cient of linearity is 5.9/5.0 8.5/7.0.1.2 instead of unity.
Conversely, it is also possible that for smaller shifts the co-
efficient is unity, but for larger shifts nonlinear effects be-
come noticeable. To account for both these possibilities, no
correction is made for this effect, but a systematic uncer-
tainty in Dm of 60.3 MeV is assigned.
To evaluate the accuracy of the momentum scale (p) in
data and Monte Carlo samples, we examine both the momen-
tum spectrum of the muons inee→mm events and the re-
constructed masses (mD) of several charmed meson systems.
The muon pair study gives (dp/p)mm5(21.060.563.2!
31024, where the largest contribution to the systematic er-
ror is due to uncertainty in the beam energy. TheD channels
analyzed~along with charge conjugates! are D0→K2p1,
D0→K2p1p1p2, D1→K2p1p1, and Ds0→K1K1p2.
The resulting limit on the accuracy of the momentum scale,
averaged over the measuredD modes, is (dp/p)D5(20.8
60.863.6!31024, where the second error arises from un-
certainty in the trueD masses@5#. No dependence on
charmed meson parent momentum, pseudoscalar decay prod-
uct momenta, or data collection period is observed. Averag-
ing (dp/p)mm and (dp/p)D yields an offset of (dp/p)5
(20.962.4!31024. To convert the momentum scale offset
and error to a corresponding offset and error in mass shift,
the hadron momenta in the data are varied and new spline fits
performed, yieldingdm/m51.043dp/p. The mass shift off-
set and error to be applied to the data due to momentum
scale is then~10.260.4! MeV.
Differences between data and simulation in the momen-
tum resolution could also affect the shape of the edge of the
(mt)min distribution nearmt . The mm final states and the
four charmed hadron channels are again examined, this time
focusing on the widths of the reconstructed momentum and
mass distributions, respectively. For themm (D) analysis,
the data distributions are slightly narrower~wider! than the
corresponding Monte Carlo simulation. As the two measures
conflict on the sign of an effect, no offset toDm is made, but
a systematic error is assigned that includes the effect of the
observed differences in resolution between data and Monte
Carlo samples. The momenta of the hadrons in each data
hh event are smeared with a Gaussian by an amount compa-
rable to the discrepancy in theD ’s and muon pairs, and the
(mt)min plot again fit to find a mass shift. This procedure
results in the assignment of a systematic uncertainty of
60.2 MeV.
The effect of uncertain levels of non-t backgrounds and
t-pair feed-across is evaluated by varying selection criteria,
including those relevant for particle identification, over rea-
sonable ranges. The observed changes lead to a60.7 MeV
systematic error assignment.
Adding the net systematic offset and error to the spline fit
result for Dm and the baseline mass yieldsmt5~1778.7
61.661.2! MeV for the hh analysis. This result can be
combined with that of our publishedhr, rr analysis, with
which it is consistent. When common and independent errors
are treated properly, the two results receive comparable
weight and give a combined measurement ofmt5~1778.2
60.861.060.7! MeV5~1778.261.4! MeV, where the three
listed uncertainties are statistical, independent systematics,
and correlated systematics, and have been combined in
quadrature. Common sources of error include momentum
scale, momentum resolution, beam energy, and radiative cor-
rections.
The algebraic equation employed in this analysis for ex-
tractingmt involves the mass of thet neutrino,mnt, which
has heretofore been assumed to be zero. The fittedt mass
from this analysis can be expressed in terms of the neutrino
mass and the truet mass, for which we takemt
BES because it
has no dependence onmnt, as
mt
fit.mt
BES2
mnt
2
m0
, ~10!
wherem0 is a mass parameter which adjusts the equation for
several approximations. Using both the data and simulations,
m0 has been determined to be (1.660.3) GeV. Equation~10!
then yields mnt
2 5(21.962.4!3103 MeV2. Taking the
Bayesian approach@5# to limit the result to physical masses
(mnt
2 >0! givesmnt,60 MeV at 95% C.L.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The CLEO branching fractions,t mass, andt lifetime @6#
t528962.864.0 fs measurements can be inserted into Eqs.
~1!–~3!, yielding, respectively, the ratios of coupling con-
stants
gm
ge
51.0026 0.0055 ~using Bm /Be!, ~11!
gt
gm
50.999960.0100 ~using Be ,tt ,mt!, ~12!
gt
gm
50.997260.0103 ~using Bh ,tt ,mt!, ~13!
FIG. 10. Distribution of (mt)min for the data~histogram! over-
layed with the shifted and renormalized spline curve derived from
the simulation. The two fit parameters, i.e., the horizontal shift and
normalization, were determined only over the solid portion of the
curve ~1.54–1.86 GeV!.
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each of which is consistent with unity, and hence with lepton
universality. Them-e universality ratio in Eq.~11! is about a
factor of 3 less precise than that obtained from leptonic pion
decay @28,29#. However, thet decay result relates to the
coupling of a transverse-W, whereas the pion decay test ap-
plies to longitudinal-W coupling @2–4#. The lifetime uncer-
tainty dominates the error in both-m universality measure-
ments; they are almost completely correlated due to their
similar dependence upontt , Ntt , andmt . Combining them
yieldsgt /gm50.999060.0098. If instead the world-average
lifetime tt5~291.061.5! fs @5# and massmt51777.0020.27
10.30
@5# are used, we obtaingt /gm50.998160.0056 usingBe and
gt /gm50.994860.0064 usingBh , or, combining them,
gt /gm50.997060.0053. Here the branching fraction uncer-
tainties dominate the errors.
The t-m universality test of Eq.~2! sometimes assumes
m-e universality, using a combined resultBl in place of
Be , thereby improving the error due to branching fraction
uncertainty. However, the weighted average of CLEO’sBe
and Bm/0.9726,Bl 5~17.7960.18!%, differs insignificantly
in precision fromBe because of strong correlations between
the measurements.
The branching fractions and coupling-constant ratios mea-
sured here are consistent with and compare favorably in pre-
cision to other measurements@5#. In particular, theBh and
Bh/Be values presented here are the most precise published
measurements, and are consistent with the prediction of Eq.
~5!, which isBh/Be50.65260.001 when the CLEO value of
mt is used.
In summary, we have measured absolute branching frac-
tions for t→ennt , t→mnnt , t→hnt , and their ratios to
one another, with relative errors of 1%. Thet mass has been
measured with a relative error of 0.08%. The results show no
indication for deviations from the standard model predic-
tions. CLEO has measured thet lifetime, mass, ande/m/h
branching fractions, providing all the ingredients for lepton
universality tests int decay:m-e and t-m universality are
verified at the 0.5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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APPENDIX: LEPTON AND HADRON IDENTIFICATION
PROBABILITIES
The lepton and hadron identification probabilities are
measured in subsamples of the CLEO dataset with tracks
which can be reliably tagged as leptons or nonleptons. De-
fine P(a→b) to be the probability that particle speciesa
(e, m, or h) is identified as particle speciesb (e, m, or h). Of
the nine possible probabilities, two,P(e→m) and
P(m→e), are trivially zero because the muon minimum mo-
mentum (p6.1.5 GeV/c) and maximum calorimeter energy
criteria (E6,0.6 GeV! cannot be satisfied by a track which
passes the electron requirement (E6 /p6.0.85!, and vice
versa. Of the remaining seven probabilities, only four are
independent: P(e→h)512P(e→e), P(m→h)5
12P(m→m), andP(h→h)512P(h→e)2P(h→m). The
probabilitiesP(e→e) and P(m→m) are the electron and
muon ‘‘efficiencies;’’P(h→e) andP(h→m) are commonly
referred to as lepton ‘‘fake rates.’’
1. Efficiencies
Lepton efficiencies are determined from four different
data samples with pairs of leptons detected in the final state:
radiative Bhabhas (ee→eeg), radiative muon pairs
(ee→mmg), and the two-photon processese→eeeeand
ee→eemm. These samples are isolated primarily on the ba-
sis of kinematics, and hence the resulting efficiencies are
minimally biased by the selection criteria. Each sample has a
charged particle topology similar to thet-pair events under
investigation: two well-separated tracks in an event with
little other detector activity. The efficiencies are tabulated in
bins of momentum and polar angle.
The majority of l l g events have tracks of moderate to
high momentum. To increase statistics, particularly at low
momentum, dilepton events with no other detected particles
are also used for the efficiency calculation. Thesel l X
events originate as eitherel l or l l g in which the scat-
tered beam electrons or radiative photon escape detection at
low angles to the beam. Such events are copiously produced
and enhance the momentum spectrum at low (eel l ) and
high (l l g) momenta.
Radiative lepton eventsl l g are selected to have exactly
two drift chamber tracks and one photon, defined as a calo-
rimeter shower, not associated with a track, of energy
Eg.0.1Eb . The tracks and photon are required to be in the
barrel region of the detector,ucosu6u,0.707. The tracks must
have opposite charge, momentap6.0.5 GeV/c, acoplanar-
ity 0.1,j,1.6, and impact parameterd6,5 mm. Calorim-
eter showers not associated with the tracks or photon candi-
date must sum toEextra,0.2 GeV. To avoid overlap of track
and photon calorimeter showers, which could bias the effi-
ciency, the photon should be separated from the nearest
shower associated with a track by space angleh. This sepa-
ration must be larger foreeg events (h.0.28! than for
mmg events (h.0.17! because electron showers spread lat-
erally more than muon showers. Event kinematics are re-
quired to be loosely consistent with energy-momentum con-
servation: defininga as the space angle between the photon
and the vector sum of the two track momenta, and
Stot5(p11p21Eg)/Eb to be the total scaled visible energy,
we requirea,0.17 and 1.75,Stot,2.2. Vector meson pro-
duction and decay,ee→gV, V→p1p2 is suppressed by the
acoplanarity restriction for light states such as ther.
Further restrictions are imposed to isolatee g andmmg
event samples from each other. Radiative Bhabha events are
not allowed to have any muon system hits matching projec-
tions of charged tracks. The calorimeter energyE6 associ-
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ated with a track is required to satisfyE6.0.3 GeV for
eeg and E6,1.0 GeV formmg. While these restrictions
can, in principle, bias the resulting efficiencies, in practice
any such effect is found to be negligible. To within 0.1%,
electrons always haveE6 /p6.0.6, and muons always de-
positE6,1.0 GeV.
An eel l event will typically have two tracks nearly
back-to-back in azimuth, nonzero net missing momentum
pmis that has polar angleucosumisu'1, and no other detected
particles. Hence, events with two tracks in the momentum
and polar angle regions of interest (ucosu6u,0.707 and
p6.0.5 GeV/c) are selected for thel l X sample if they
have small acoplanarity (j,0.05!, substantially nonzero
missing momentum (pmis.0.1Eb) pointing in the beam di-
rection (ucosumisu.0.99!, missing energy (p11p2,8
GeV!, and no significant calorimeter activity unassociated
with the tracks (Eextra,0.1 GeV!. For the eeX sample
E6 /p6.0.5 is required for both tracks, which effectively
eliminates nonelectron backgrounds. Harsher criteria for the
mmX sample are necessary to eliminate cosmic rays and
other two-photon processes. Cosmic rays are suppressed to
below the 0.1% level by tightening the acoplanarity restric-
tion to j,0.01, and by imposing new requirements: the track
impact parameters must satisfyd6,1 mm, the acollinearity
of the two tracks in three dimensions must exceed 0.1, the
position on each track closest to the IP along the beam di-
rection must satisfyz6,40 mm, and, if available, the time-
of-flight scintillation counters must yield times consistent,
within 1 ns, with an event originating at the IP. The two-
photon processee→eehhis suppressed in themmX sample
to below 0.1% by requiring each muon to have calorimeter
energy depositionE6,1 GeV and the invariant mass of the
two-track system to satisfyW.3 GeV @26,27#.
About 240k eeg, 40k mmg, 250k eeX, and 30k mmX
events constitute the tagged lepton samples for efficiency
measurements. The momentum spectra for the tracks in these
events are shown in Fig. 11. The peaks at large momenta in
the l l X samples correspond tol l g in which the radiated
photon has been emitted nearly parallel to the beam and
hence is undetected. Thel l X samples significantly enhance
statistics below 2.5 GeV/c, particularly for electrons. The
enhancement is not as great for muons primarily because of
theW.3 GeV requirement.
Events froml l X andl l g samples are combined for the
final efficiencies shown in Fig. 12 for electrons and Fig. 13
for muons, both binned in momentum anducosu6u. Momen-
tum and polar angle bin sizes are chosen to adequately rep-
resent the efficiency variations in these variables. For elec-
FIG. 11. Momentum spectra for tracks in candidate leptons in
l l g ~solid histograms! andl l X ~dashed histograms! amples, for
~a! electrons, and~b! muons.
FIG. 12. Measured electron identification probabilityP(e→e)
as a function of track momentum for polar angle bins
0.0,ucosu6u,0.3 ~open squares!, 0.3,ucosu6u,0.6 ~solid circles!,
and 0.6,ucosu6u,0.7 ~open triangles!. Errors bars show statistical
errors only.
FIG. 13. Measured muon identification probabilityP(m→m) as
a function of track momentum for polar angle bins
0.0,ucosu6u,0.2 ~solid circles!, 0.2,ucosu6u,0.4 ~open circles!,
0.4,ucosu6u,0.5 ~solid squares!, 0.5,ucosu6u,0.6 ~open squares!,
and 0.6,ucosu6u,0.7 ~open triangles!. Errors bars show statistical
errors only.
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trons,P(e→e)'98%, and shows only modest momentum
and polar angle dependence. The efficiency drop-off at low
momentum nearucosu6u50.7 is due to the energy loss that
the electron experiences as it traverses support material near
the outer radius of the main drift chamber endplate. For
muons, theP(m→m)'93% efficiency also declines at low
momentum for largeucosu6u; at increasingly nonnormal in-
cidence to the magnet iron, lower momentum muons have
difficulty penetrating more absorber. The separate efficien-
cies froml l g andl l X are everywhere statistically consis-
tent with each other.
In the eeg and eeX samples, there are no signs in the
E6 /p6 distributions of hadronic background, which would
fall with increasingE6 /p6 . Figure 14 showsE6 /p6 for
tracks from theeeg sample in two momentum bins. Distri-
butions in all momentum bins, including those shown, are
well-behaved forE6 /p650.5–0.7, showing no sign of sig-
nificant hadronic contamination. These plots also verify that
negligible bias is introduced by the requirementsE6.0.3
GeV for eeg andE6 /p6.0.5 for eeX. The E6 distribu-
tions formmg andmmX events, shown for two momentum
bins in Fig. 15, also exhibit no indication of hadronic back-
ground, which would show up as enhancements for
E6.0.4 GeV. These distributions verify negligible bias
from theE6,1.0 GeV cut onmmg andmmX events.
When the binned lepton identification probabilities from
Figs. 12 and 13 are applied to the lepton momentum and
angular distributions expected fromt decay, the error from
efficiency statistics on the integrated lepton efficiency is
0.03% for electrons and 0.12% for muons. Systematic errors
on (e,m) probabilities comprise potential effects from biased
event selection ~0.05%, 0.10%!, backgrounds ~0.05%,
0.10%!, and variations of the efficiencies with momentum,
polar and azimuthal angle, charge, and time inside the bins
of momentum and polar angle~0.12%, 0.24%!. Thus, for
leptons fromt decay, the total error from statistics and sys-
tematics combined in quadrature is estimated to be
60.15% for electrons and60.30% for muons.
2. Fake rates
The hadron-faking-lepton probabilitiesP(h→e) and
P(h→m) are determined from a sample of tracks with a
lepton recoiling against anhp0 system (l 2hp0). The se-
lection criteria are similar to but looser than those forre and
rm events described in Sec. III: the leptons are identified as
e or m, and the opposite track ‘‘tagged’’ by requiring a
nearby reconstructedp0 ~without regard to its identity as a
lepton!. To obtain more statistics, the minimum scaled en-
ergy for the higher energy photon in thep0 is relaxed from
xg.0.2 toxg.0.015. Some care has been taken to suppress
multi-p0 events in which a photon could overlap the hadron
calorimeter shower, boosting itsE6 /p6 above that for a
single pion or kaon:E6 /p6,1.1 for theh is required, and
showers not associated with the two charged tracks or the
p0 must have energyEg,0.05 GeV. Fakes are then ob-
tained by applying the lepton identification criteria to the
hadronic track.
Events with two leptons and a fakep0 in this sample
could potentially bias the fake probabilities. However, radia-
tive lepton pairs are heavily suppressed by the selection cri-
teria, and remaining small fake-p0 backgrounds~about 2%
of the sample! are explicitly removed with ap0-sideband
subtraction of the probabilities. Them-tag ande-tag samples
have statistically compatible fake rates after this subtraction,
yielding no indication of any residual lepton contamination
in the hadron sample.
The two identification criteria for electrons,E6 /p6 and
dE/dx, are independent. Therefore the probability for a had-
ron to pass each requirement separately is measured, and the
two resulting probabilities multiplied together for each mo-
mentum bin. Since theP(h→e) probabilities are small, this
procedure efficiently utilizes the limited statistics available in
the l 2hp0 sample.
The resulting faking probabilities are shown, with statis-
tical errors only, in Fig. 16 for electrons and Fig. 17 for
muons, as a function of hadron charge and momentum. Had-
rons fake electrons and muons with probabilities 0.1–0.5 %
FIG. 14. Distributions inE6 /p6 for tracks in eeg and eeX
events for~a! p651.0–1.5 GeV/c and ~b! p653.0–3.5 GeV/c .
FIG. 15. Distributions inE6 for tracks inmmg andmmX events
for ~a! p651.5–2.5 GeV/c and ~b! p652.5–3.5 GeV/c.
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and 1–5 %, respectively, depending upon charge and mo-
mentum. The muon fake rate is much higher for
p651.5–2.0 GeV/c because, in order to keep the muon de-
tection efficiency P(m→m) approximately constant, the
number of interaction lengths required for muon identifica-
tion steps down from five to three in that bin. Positive had-
rons fake electrons much more often than negative below 2.5
GeV/c due to a higher probability for positive hadrons to
shower in the cesium iodide and thereby satisfy theE6 /p6
criterion.
Systematic effects can arise from QED andt back-
grounds, variations of rate with angle, andp/K content rela-
tive to that of fake leptons in the signal samples. Non-p0 t
and non-t backgrounds are explicitly subtracted; multi-p0
effects are estimated from Monte Carlo studies oft events to
increase the measuredP(h→e) fake rate by only 2.5%~rela-
tive! and are ignored. The fake probabilities are nearly con-
stant in polar angle. Studies of tagged kaons fromD0 decays
show that kaons fake leptons at a somewhat different rate
than pions. However, Monte Carlo studies indicate that the
hadrons in thel 2hp0 sample consist of 2% kaons, close to
the kaon fraction of fake leptons in the signal samples.
Hence thep/K mix is a negligible effect. The relative error
on the fake probabilities, from statistics and systematics
combined in quadrature and integrated over momentum, is
estimated to be615% for bothP(h→e) andP(h→m).
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